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I. Introduction
The extract contains all of the fields from the Progress Note table that pertain to the Progress Note data (including the
youth’s CYBER ID, the type of Progress Note, and the date of the note). The extract will show data for the children that
were open to the user’s agency and have progress notes created within a specific time frame chosen by the user.
(Definitions of each field are available on page 9.)

*Please note that this extract was updated on January 31, 2012. Users will see a change in the search parameters that
appear at the top of the report window. The new extract will be consistent with the current extract report structure and
the data returned may be more comprehensive. Also, this change will result in a consistent selection methodology for
all the extract reports.

**For the purpose of these instructions, the report is defined as a data extraction**
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II. Accessing the Extract
Users must first log-into CYBER with their UserID and Password. The log-in screen can be found via the PerformCare
website – www.performcarenj.org.
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To access the Ad Hoc Extracts, users will click on the “Reporting” button on the left-side of their Welcome Page.

*If a user does not have a functional Reporting button on their Welcome Page, they should contact their Systems
Administrator or the Service Desk for assistance with their security access. Only users with Level 3 security may access
functionality from the Reporting button.
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Users will choose their Program Name from the first menu and the extract from the second menu (see below).
*The Authorizations Ad Hoc Extract is titled – “NJ3000_ProgressNotes”.
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III. How to Customize the Extract
Users should click on the “Export” button to view the extract within CYBER; this will allow users to change the
parameters and customize the extract to be exported. (Choosing “View Report” will not create an extract unless the
user has their PC set-up to automatically open the file from the download and pop-ups are disabled in the browser.)

Users will need to enter the parameters to generate the data extract that fits their needs; the information shown in the
screenshot above is the default setting for the extract parameters. Clicking on the calendar button will give the user the
ability to choose the date parameters. The parameters are as follows;







Child Agency Entry Date To/From: The start date of when the youth’s CYBER record was open in Tracking
Elements to the user’s agency.
Last Name Starts With: Users may choose to put only the first letter(s) of the youth’s last name; the user can run
the extract without including this information.
First Name Starts With: Users may chose to put only the first letter(s) of the youth’s first name; the user can run
the extract without including this information.
Select Only Active Youth: Select “True” to see only the youth that currently have an open Tracking Element for
the agency the user is associated with who had open Tracking Elements during the time frame selected; select
“False” to see all youth that have had an open Tracking Element for the agency during the time frame selected
but may not be currently active with the agency.
Note Type: A selection menu which allows the user to filter out certain note types; for example, the user may
choose to only see IIC notes by selecting just that note type from the menu.

Clicking the View Report button will create the extract.
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IV. Exporting the Extract into Excel
Once the extract loads, the user will have the option to export the data to another format, such as Excel.

Choosing Excel from the menu, and then clicking on “Export”, will export the data to an Excel worksheet.
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Once the data is exported into Excel, the user can choose to filter or sort it as needed.
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V. Ad Hoc Data Extract Dictionary
Authorizations
The definitions below explain the various data field in the data extract

Field Name

Definition

Child ID
Creation Date
Creation User

Unique identifier for the youth’s record in CYBER
The date the Progress Note was created in the system
The User ID of the individual that authored the progress note

Duration

The length of time entered into the note by the user; usually represents the length of time
for a meeting or service
First Name of the youth
Last Name of the youth

First Name
Last Name
Note Date
Note Type
Progress Note
Type
Signed
Submitted Date

A date will display when entered by the author of the progress note; typically the date of
service
The code associated with the type of progress note
The type of progress note (IIC, CSA Service Center, Billable CC, etc)
Indicates that the progress note is committed to the youth’s record
The date the progress note was committed to the youth’s record
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